To solve the problem of inaccurate recognition of types of communication signal modulation, a RNN neural network recognition algorithm combining residual block network with attention mechanism is proposed. In this method, 10 kinds of communication signals with Gaussian white noise are generated from standard data sets, such as MASK, MPSK, MFSK, OFDM, 16QAM, AM and FM. Based on the original RNN neural network, residual block network is added to solve the problem of gradient disappearance caused by deep network layers. Attention mechanism is added to the network to accelerate the gradient descent. In the experiment, 16QAM, 2FSK and 4FSK are used as actual samples, IQ data frames of signals are used as input, and the RNN neural network combined with residual block network and attention mechanism is trained. The final recognition results show that the average recognition rate of real-time signals is over 93%.
experimental results, the experimental results show that the effect is less than 90%. h-order cumulant features and artificial neural network is proposed, which mainly recognizes {FSK, PSK, ASK, QAM} signals. In [14] , a method for estimating channel and noise parameters is proposed. The mixed likelihood ratio test is used to classify signals. Reference [15] For MPSK signal, a method of signal recognition in real channel is proposed based on the Fourier transform graphic characteristics of the second and fourth power of the signal. In [16] , a robust AMC method using convolutional neural networks (CNN) is proposed. Modulation recognition of multi-signal based on high-level convolutional neural network has been achieved.
Then another intelligent modulation recognition algorithm based on Neural Networks with sparse filtering is presented in [17] . In a word, there are some shortcomings in current research, such as requiring high signal-to-noise ratio and high algorithm complexity.
In this paper, a signal pattern recognition algorithm based on RNN, which combines residual block network and attention mechanism, is proposed. Firstly, residual block network is used to solve the problem of gradient disappearance during network training. In training, the data can be concentrated in the region with the greatest gradient of activation function. Through the attention mechanism, the obvious part of signal change is highlighted, which achieves the goal of network optimization. Finally, under the optimization of these two modules, a well-performance RNN is trained and the radio modulation signal is well recognized. RadioML2016.10 radio signal standard data set is used as the research object. The data set covers 11 radio modulated signals with different modulation modes. Each signal has a data frame structure of 2*128, totaling 200,000.
According to a certain proportion, the data in the data set are divided into training samples and test samples. The experimental results show that the average recognition rate of the network can reach more than 90% when the signal-tonoise ratio is greater than 5 dB, which surpasses most existing algorithms. Two residual blocks are connected in series. If there is no residual, it will be found that with the deepening of the network, the training error first decreases and then increases.
Ⅱ Methods and Materials

Residual network
In theory, the training error is smaller and better. As for residual network, with the increase of layers, the training error decreases. This way can reach the deeper layer of the network, help to solve the problem of gradient disappearance and gradient explosion, let us train deeper network while ensuring good performance.
Radio Signal Modulation Recognition Based on
Attention mechanism LSTM Cyclic Neural Network
Radio signal pattern recognition model is usually built in the framework of Encoder-Decoder, that is, coding-decoding framework. This framework is mainly used to solve the problem of seq-2-seq, that is, when the input and output sequences are not equal.
The working principle of Encoder-Decoder framework is to encode input x, convert it into semantic code C through non-linear transformation, and decoder decodes the semantic code c to output the target sentence y. It can be seen that the Encoder-Decoder model generates the target sentence y by directly encoding and decoding the input sentence x, so the model pays equal attention to each input. Finally, the output layer of LSTM is transferred to the full connection layer for classification.
Residual Networks and Attention Mechanisms in
RNN
In order to solve the problem of gradient disappearance in the training process, the residual block network in the network plays a role of gradient concentration. The attention mechanism in the network is that the feature extraction of the network pays more attention to the difference of the characteristics of different types of signals, which enhances the robustness of the network. The proposed network structure is shown in Figure 4 . 
III Results and discussions
In order to verify the classification performance of various digital modulation signals using network and classification methods. Firstly, The database used in this study is RadioML2016.10 standard data set, which contains 11 signals of different modulation types. Then each data generates a data frame with the size of 2*128, which is imported into the built network for training. Then the test data are input into the trained network, and the network recognition results are compared and analyzed. The acquired data sets are sorted out and input, and the IQ data of each kind of modulation signal is marked. Then the data are input into the network, initialize the network parameters, and train them.
Signal IQ data acquisition
Network Recognition Results
By inputting all kinds of signals from the standard data set into the trained neural network, the confusion matrix diagrams of signal recognition accuracy under different signal-to-noise ratios are obtained. The vertical coordinate represents the real label of the test data and the abscissa represents the predicted result of the output data. The shade of each colour indicates the accuracy of recognition, and the darker the colour, the higher the accuracy. The results show the confusion matrix diagram of signal-to-noise ratio from -12dB to 10dB, as shown in Fig. 5 .
Fig.5 Diagram of Signal Recognition Accuracy Confusion Matrix
As can be seen from Figure 5 , when SNR is -12dB, all kinds of signals are basically recognized as AM -DSB signals; when SNR is -8dB, the recognition accuracy of each signal diverges to different signals, which is still confused.
When the signal-to-noise ratio is -4dB, the recognition accuracy of each signal concentrates on the correct label, but the accuracy is generally not high. When the SNR is 0 dB, the classification of the predicted signal basically coincides with the label of the test sample, and the accuracy of signal recognition increases significantly; when the SNR is greater than 0 dB, the accuracy of signal recognition is more concentrated. Therefore, the accuracy of signal recognition increases with the increase of SNR. When the SNR exceeds 0 dB, the effect of signal recognition is good. The average recognition accuracy of all samples in the standard database is calculated. The average recognition rate chart of the network on -20dB to 20dB is shown in Figure 6 .
As can be seen from figure 6 , the average recognition rate increases with the increase of SNR. After SNR is greater than 5dB, the average recognition rate can quickly reach more than 90%, which proves that the network can recognize signals accurately under the condition of low SNR.
IV Conclusion
According to a certain proportion, the data in the data set are divided into training samples and test samples. The experimental results show that the average recognition rate of the network can reach more than 90% when the signal-to-noise ratio is greater than 5 dB, which surpasses most existing algorithms.
